
Six Steps to Becoming 
a Global Amazon Seller



Amazon is one of the true behemoths of global commerce – in 2016 it generated sales of $135 
billion and last year announced that it now employs over 500,000 people globally. Founder Jeff Bezos 
started Amazon in 1994 with one lofty ambition; to be the ‘everything store’. And one of the unique 
strategies he developed to help the business achieve that aim is to let other retailers – in other words, 
competitors – to sell on its own marketplace.

In 2016 income from third-party sellers on Amazon accounted for nearly US$23bn – nearly 20% of 
Amazon’s total income. And what’s more amazing is the speed of that growth. Between 2014 and 
2016 income from marketplace sellers doubled. In just two years1. So, if you’re thinking of joining 
the retail party on Amazon’s marketplace, how do you get started? 

What should you sell? And where should you sell? Afterall, one of Amazon’s USPs is the relative ease with 
which you can access its international marketplaces and a larger pool of overseas buyers. 

In this guide we’ve pulled together an essential six-step guide to selling on Amazon which will take you 
through the main considerations, from what to sell to where to sell. So, if you’re ready to take the plunge, 
here we go.

1 Amazon Annual Report, 2016
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Those who have been there and done it will probably tell you that this is the most important step in 
becoming a successful Amazon seller. It’s essential to choose a product for which there is an active (and 
current) demand that you can sell in reasonable quantities and at a price that returns you a profit. Lots of 
product categories on Amazon are highly competitive and sales – and therefore profit – is not guaranteed. 

“Lots of product 
categories on Amazon 
are highly competitive 
and sales – and 
therefore profit – is 
not guaranteed.”

Step 1: Find a product to sell

Take time to look at what is selling well on the Amazon sites you have in mind and think about how you 
could bring something new to that market in order to compete. The Amazon Best Sellers list is a good place 
to start your research – but make sure you are looking at the best sellers list for the country or Amazon 
marketplace you are considering (e.g. amazon.co.uk, amazon.fr or amazon.jp). If you are already actively 
selling in one market then thinking about whether those lines would work overseas is a good place to start.

1. Do your research! 

Once you have shortlisted a number of products, it’s time to think about whether you can sell them at a 
reasonable profit – and what margin might be achievable. Look at similar offerings from other sellers paying 
particular attention to the total sales price (inc. any delivery costs, etc) and remember to factor in all your 
costs. As well as Amazon’s fees, many sellers use multiple software platforms to manage everything from 
stock levels to pricing, all of which will come at a cost and will impact margin. If you plan to sell overseas, 
note that there are additional costs associated with translation and international shipping, for example, that 
may affect your costs.

2. Do your sums 



Pricing competitively is not the only route to being competitive and getting the sales you want. Reviews 
in particular are hugely important for sellers on Amazon so look at the quantity and quality of reviews that 
current sellers are getting. As a new seller it can be hard to compete with established sellers who have 
thousands of great reviews, but, if there’s an opportunity, the reviews will hold the key. Also spend some 
time studying things like listings, products descriptions and keywords to make sure you’re in the game.

3. Check out the competition

Having established what product(s) to sell and for how much, it’s time to find a supplier. How you do this 
will depend on your business model and whether you are re-selling a well-known product or brand (typically 
lower margin) or whether you intend to private-label your product (typically higher margin). For those 
looking to create their own label, Alibaba, the world’s largest platform for wholesale trade, is a great place 
to start connecting with potential suppliers. It’s important to check that what you’re sourcing complies with 
the appropriate regulations in the market(s) you intend to sell in too.

4. Find a supplier. 

“For those looking to create their own 
label, Alibaba, the world’s largest 
platform for wholesale trade, is a 
great place to start connecting 
with potential suppliers.”



—  How To Find Chinese Manufacturers If You Don’t Know Anyone In China
—  6 Reasons Why Amazon Product Reviews Matter to Merchants
—  Strategic Pricing for Amazon Marketplace Sellers

What’s next? Some useful resources

As with any new business, taking some time over these steps and 
doing your research thoroughly will pay back later in your journey. 



Once you’ve got your product lines sorted, you’re ready to open an Amazon seller account. 
Before you get started though, it’s worth deciding whether you’ll register as a Professional Seller or an 
Individual Seller. As you’d expect, the Professional Seller account is setup for sellers who expect to sell a 
high volume of products and are committing to being a seller for a period time. The Individual seller account 
is ideal for those dipping their toe in the water and/or those only expecting to sell a limited number of lines 
in relatively small quantities.

Step 2: Open an Amazon
seller account

What’s the difference?
Specifically, some of the key differences are:

 —  Subscription fees 

Professional sellers pay a monthly subscription fee regardless of whether they sell any product or 
not (currently £25 pcm2). There are no monthly fees on an Individual Seller account. 

 —  Listing fees 

Both Professional and Individual sellers pay the same referral fees on all products sold, however, 
Individual sellers also pay an additional £0.75 listing fee on every product that sells.  

 —  Shipping rates  
Many sellers are able to add margin by turning a profit on delivery fees. It is important to be aware 
that only Professional Sellers can set their own shipping rates. 

 —  Listing new products 
As a rule, only Professional Sellers can add wholly new product lines to Amazon. Individual sellers 
can only add products to existing categories and can’t access gated categories either.  

2 https://services.amazon.co.uk/services/sell-online/pricing.html 



The registration process itself is relatively straightforward but
you will need certain information to hand, including:

 —  Credit/debit card 

 —  Telephone number 

 —  Bank account information 
(Amazon supports all EU bank accounts, as 
well as accounts based in Australia, Canada, 
Hong Kong, India, NZ, the US and the UK)

 —  VAT number 
(If your company is VAT registered) 

 — Email address

Once you’ve completed the form you are an Amazon seller and can start listing products immediately. 
However, there’s some essential housekeeping that we recommend you do first. 

This means change the display name (to a trading name rather than the name of your legal entity, for 
example), check your returns information and make sure that is 100% accurate. 

Amazon can send a lot of emails and, if your business is successful, you’ll get a lot more – several with every 
order that comes in. Setup your preferences carefully so that you don’t miss an order or request for a return.

1. Update your seller account and profile

2. Update notification preferences



Make sure that this is as you expect and addresses are accurate, especially if you intend to fulfil orders 
and returns yourself. 

3. Update your returns process

This is one of the most important things to do before you start selling, especially as an international seller. 
You must make sure that you are paying the appropriate taxes in the jurisdictions that you are selling in and 
the FAQs and help sections with Amazon Seller Central are a great resource to understand your obligations. 

There is an ‘About seller’ section in your account and it is well worth taking some time to update this, using 
it as an opportunity to sell your company to your audience of buyers. If you have a logo and a USP, make 
sure to include them here.

4. Update tax settings

5. Sell your business to buyers! 

The final piece of the registration process puzzle is feedback. Ratings and feedback are incredibly important 
on Amazon as they give buyers confidence and peace of mind that they are dealing with a fair, reputable 
seller. It can take some time to generate a high volume of reviews and so it might be worth considering 
a feedback platform like FeedbackFive or BQool to manage that process and incentivise more customer 
reviews. 



—  Individual and professional selling plans 
—  Set Up and Start Selling: How to Create Your First Amazon Seller Account

What’s next? Some useful resources

“The final piece of the registration 
process puzzle is feedback. 
Ratings and feedback are incredibly 
important on Amazon as they give 
buyers confidence and peace of 
mind that they are dealing with a 
fair, reputable seller.”



Depending on what type of seller you are and the number of product lines you are selling, the first place to 
start when adding products to Amazon for sale is to decide whether you will add products manually or use a 
bulk upload or product feed software.

The process of manually adding a new product via Amazon Seller Central is relatively straightforward, 
especially if you are selling something that is already for sale on Amazon. Once you have chosen the 
category from Amazon’s pre-defined options, the Amazon wizard will guide you through the process for 
your listing – and you can even copy existing listing as a starting point. 

In all there are seven sections to complete, including:

Below are seven things to think about in order to optimise your 
product listings.

Completing these sections is relatively easy, if a little time-
consuming. However, not all listings are equal and so you really 
need to think about how to optimise your listings in order to drive 
as many clicks as possible and to make sure that everyone gets 
all the information they need quickly and easily so that those 
clicks convert into sales. 

Step 3: Listing your products
on Amazon 

 — Vital info
 — Variations
 — Offer
 — Images 
 — Description
 — Keywords
 — More details

Amazon’s own search engine is enormously powerful and is used by its many millions of users to find 
what they are looking for quickly. Pay particular attention to the keyword data that is available through 
Amazon so that your listing is as relevant and ‘findable’ as possible. 

1. Choose relevant keywords 

It’s important to be accurate, granular and specific with product categories too. Amazon presents hundreds 
of predefined categories for almost everything so it’s worth spending some time to get this right. 

2. Choose relevant categories 



“Not all listings 
are equal and so 
you really need to 
think about how 
to optimise your 
listings in order 
to drive as many 
clicks as possible”

If you have variations of the same product – for example, in a range of colours or styles – just list this 
as one product, detailing the variations available within the product description page. The way Amazon 
indexes every listing means that duplicate listings simply confuse users and won’t help you win business. 

You have up to 5 bullet points to highlight key features, benefits and stuff full of strong keywords. 
As easy as it is to skip, make sure you make the most of this opportunity. 

3. Don’t duplicate listings! 

5. Use bullets in your product descriptions

Your product title should contain some strong keywords but should also follow a tried and trusted format. 
In fact, Amazon suggests a format (which it’s probably wise to follow): [Brand] + [Sub-Brand] + [Model 
Number] + [Size] + [Product Description] + [Defining Features].

4. Get the product title right 



—  The 6 Most Important Factors for Amazon Product Listing Optimization
—  How to set up your Amazon product listing

What’s next? Some useful resources

As previously mentioned, reviews are a valuable currency for all Amazon sellers and so be sure to 
encourage as many happy clients as possible to leave reviews. To get you going in the beginning, 
software that incentivises reviews could be a good idea. And if you do get a negative review, address it 
quickly and positively and try turn that person back to an advocate.

6. Encourage customer reviews

High-quality, professional looking images are absolutely essential, so use a professional if you need to. 
Product images should be 1,000 x 1,000 pixels and Amazon say that 5-6 images is about ideal. Try to show 
the product from different angles and, if appropriate, in use too. 

7. A picture says a thousand words



Managing stock levels sounds easy enough but finding the right balance between being well-stocked, 
so that you never run out, and carrying too much stock, that you might end up stuck with or having to 
discount so far as to be loss-making, can be tricky. This can be particularly tricky if you are selling product 
lines on more than one platform, if you have your own retail website or you are also selling offline too. 

As with every step in your Amazon journey, there can be a lot to think about and its best to think about this 
upfront so that you’re setup efficiently from the start.

“Do make sure that you 
have the stock to fulfil 
all orders that come in. 
There can be nothing 
more frustrating than 
missing out on a sale 
because you don’t have 
the stock to fulfil it.”

Step 4: Managing your inventory 

From the start, it’s a good idea to setup replenishment alerts in your seller account. Using this feature you 
will get an email when stock of a product line hits a threshold that you have previously set – don’t forget to 
factor in the lead-time to get your product to ‘in stock’ from your supplier. 

1. Setup replenishment alerts



Of course, you’ll want to be careful not to over-buy from your supplier so that you don’t have a surplus of 
unsold stock. However, it is important to find a balance, though this will be hard until you have some sales 
data to inform your strategy. Do make sure that you have the stock to fulfil all orders that come in. There can 
be nothing more frustrating than missing out on a sale because you don’t have the stock to fulfil it.

Lots of lines have some element of seasonality to them – clothing, toys, footwear, etc. Make sure that you 
plan ahead so that you are carrying the right lines at the right time and that you have enough time to get 
new lines from your supplier and advertised for the start of a season. 

You can see where we’re going with this can’t you? To mitigate the risk of under-stocking it can be tempting 
to over-stock instead. However, worth remembering that there is a cost to storing all that stock – and 
Amazon’s FBA service applies what it calls ‘long-term storage fees’ twice a year based on the size and 
quantity of the stock. On top of that, you may end up discounting very heavily just to cut your losses.

2. Beware the dangers of low-stock

4. Think seasonally

3. Beware the dangers of over-stocking



Your inventory is not just a matter of quantity, it’s a matter of quality too. The most successful sellers are 
constantly using Amazon’s analytics to drive their sales strategy and tweak their inventory accordingly. Here 
are a few signs that you might need to give your product lines a refresh:

 —  Sales are falling  
If sales are down year-on-year when broadly all other things are equal, take a look at your lines. Are they 
still as sought after? Have you got the stock? Amazon’s best sellers lists can be invaluable here. 

 —  Rising sales ranking 

This tells you how ‘saleable’ or in demand a product or line is so, simply, make sure you’re loaded up 
with lines with the lowest sales rank – these are your hot cakes! 

 —  Page views plummet  
Page views are a good measure of how clickable your products are and, therefore, how interesting they 
are to buyers. If these drop then it’s an indicator that you’re listings – or your products – are just not 
cutting the mustard anymore. 

 —  Product complaints pile up  
This is the clearest warning sign of all and careful analysis of the feedback will prove very instructive;  
are products turning up in poor condition? Are they not as advertised? Either way, it’s something to 
rectify immediately.  

—   Top 10 Amazon Inventory Management Tools for Selling on Amazon 2017
—   How to Effectively Manage Marketplace Selling 
—   The Best Inventory Management Software

What’s next? Some useful resources



When it comes to fulfilment, the big question is whether or not to use the Fulfilled by Amazon (FBA) 
service and – as is often the case – it probably comes down to whether you intend to sell a few lines or 
are planning on becoming a much bigger operation.

The FBA service was designed to help smaller businesses access the resources and capabilities of 
Amazon’s warehousing and logistics teams, thereby saving on large upfront investments. It does a lot 
of the heavy-lifting (literally) for you but obviously comes at a cost. Businesses that utilise FBA take 
responsibility for listing product lines on Amazon and ensuring the stock is delivered to the Amazon 
distribution centre. Amazon then takes care of the rest: storage, order processing, picking, packing, 
shipping and shipment tracking.

There are a number of advantages to using the FBA service, but the main ones are:

Step 5: How to choose a
means fulfilment

 —  Amazon Prime  
Using the FBA service – in any guise – qualifies you for Amazon Prime, and that means an advantage on 
your listings, access to Prime buyers, faster delivery and easier returns. Amazon Prime subscribers tend 
to buy more by value and be more loyal too. 

 —  Save time and space 

Prime will take care of a lot of the admin associated with running an Amazon business, freeing you up to 
concentrate on product research, pricing strategies, supplier relationships, etc. It will also mean that you 
won’t be tripping over stock on the way to the bathroom too. 

 —  Avoid complicated shipping protocols  
Few people start an Amazon business and look forward to getting into the nitty-gritty of shipping 
processes and customs regulations. With FBA, you needn’t give it a second thought. 

 —  Swift returns processing  
If you want a high feedback score from customers, a swift efficient returns process is essential – 
and that can be time-consuming. FBA will liaise with the customer, receive the return and issue a 
replacement.  

 —  Lean on Amazon’s good name  
The trust in Amazon’s name and services mean that many FBA sellers report a significant increase in 
sales volumes when they become an FBA seller. It comes at a price, however. 



“The FBA service was designed 
to help smaller businesses access 
the resources and capabilities of 
Amazon’s warehousing and logistics 
teams, thereby saving on large 
upfront investments.”

Deciding to use FBA alone will not guarantee success, however, taking heed of a few top-tips will help to 
keep errors in the shipping process to a minimum.

Just stop for a moment and think about the scale of the FBA operation; it is truly massive. The team in 
the warehouse work long hours in a pressured environment to meet tough targets, so making it as easy 
for them as possible is in your interests. Label your products clearly, differentiate product variations, etc.

1. Make it easy for the FBA team

The biggest issue that the FBA team report is incorrect shipments – that is, too much or too little of an item 
arriving, or the wrong item completely. Label each package clearly and label well so that the number of 
items inside is clear and so that the warehouse team can quickly pick your product regardless of how it is 
stored.

Be sure to send your items to the warehouse at the right time and don’t go confusing sales events. So, 
for example, it’s best not to start stocking up for spring during the Christmas rush – it just increases the 
chances of something going wrong or being misplaced.

2. Use barcodes and label clearly

3. Timing is everything



Firstly, FBA is very comprehensive but it does not cover all markets and territories, and it’s not ideally 
setup to handle bulk orders or wholesale products either. On occasions it might be worth considering a 
third party logistics handler too. 

4. Don’t be afraid to use third parties when 
necessary

As you’d expect, the cost to your business of being an FBA seller will depend on the nature of the 
products you sell – as with most freight and shipping services, size and weight are the most important 
variables. 

At a basic level, the cost is split into two parts: fulfilment fee and storage fee. This means that you’ll pay 
a flat fee per unit based on the product type, dimension and weight. The storage fee is charged for the 
stock held with Amazon and is charged per cubic foot per month.

Amazon has an FBA fee calculator that gives a helpful guide to costs. 

FBA Costs

—   Everything You Need To Know About Using Amazon FBA To Grow Your   
       eCommerce Business
—   Tips to help Amazon FBA sellers minimize loss and maximize profits
—   The Best Inventory Management Software

What’s next? Some useful resources



Amazon currently operates 12 marketplaces around the world: amazon.com (US), amazon.ca (Canada), 
amazon.mx (Mexico), amazon.es (Spain), amazon.fr (France), amazon.co.uk (UK), amazon.de (Germany), 
amazon.it (Italy), amazon.jp (Japan), amazon.cn (China), amazon.in (India) and amazon.com.au (Australia). 

Step 6: Selling to international 
markets using Amazon

One of Amazon’s unique selling points is the sheer scale of its operational footprint and, therefore, the 
audience of buyers that it attracts. That audience is measured in the billions and is spread across more than 
180 different countries and it is this audience that attracts many Amazon sellers to start selling outside of 
their ‘home’ Amazon platform. 

And it’s not as difficult as you might think. For example, sellers within the EU can list their products on all 5 
Amazon sites within the EU from one single account – and Amazon will automatically help you with things 
like local taxes for example. 



 Reach more potential customers 

The single biggest reason to sell on Amazon’s international marketplaces is to get your 
products in front on more potential buyers and to drive more sales. The audience is massive – 
in the billions – and in many cases you can access this audience from your existing account. 

 Efficiencies of scale 

Another key benefit of Amazon is that it is relatively straightforward and low-cost to launch 
your business in a new market. Most of the infrastructure and software systems that you’ve 
set-up for your home market can be used and be useful overseas.  

 Amazon fulfilment network  
Amazon is keen to make it easy for sellers to take on new markets and start listing on new 
marketplaces and offers a number of tools and incentives to encourage new sellers to take 
the plunge. Take FBA for example; Amazon offers a Pan-European FBA service which will ship 
to any of the 5 EU Amazon marketplaces from the UK and will charge you only at the local 
shipping rate. It also offers Prime too in all those EU marketplaces that you list product on. 

The benefits of Amazon Global Selling
For many the benefits are obvious:

Whilst there are benefits of expanding your Amazon seller business into new markets, it is not an enterprise 
that is completely devoid of risk. However, with a clear plan and some careful consideration, it can be very 
rewarding. To help you cover all the bases, we’ve pulled together a list of considerations to think about 
before you take the plunge.

“One of Amazon’s unique selling 
points is the sheer scale of its 
operational footprint and, therefore, 
the audience of buyers that it 
attracts.”



 — Seller Central Language Switcher helps you to manage all your operations in English (or your   
 native language) meaning that you always have a familiar, consistent interface to work with.

 — The European marketplaces account gives you access to five European Amazon marketplaces   
 from one account. It means you can manage prices and promotions across the different markets   
 easily from one place. 

 — The ‘Build International Listings’ feature will automatically create local language versions of   
 product listings from your home site across the international sites. It will also adjust for foreign   
 exchange movements and reflect any price changes you make in your home country. 

Fears around listing products and doing business in different languages is the most commonly cited 
barrier to selling overseas, though in reality it can be overcome quite quickly. Amazon provides a few 
options that can help:

It is good practice to get these checked by a third party translations agency or at the very least a native 
speaker – the internet is full of examples where a simple ‘pair of trainers’ on a listing in the UK becomes 
an advert for two personal trainers in Asia or the US.

1. Language

Note – Amazon requires you to offer local language customer support for all markets that you operate in 
and is a big benefit of using FBA as Amazon takes care of the customer service on your behalf. 

If you start selling in additional markets, you need to be prepared for the impact on your stock management 
controls – you don’t want to end up being unable to fulfil orders through lack of stock. The Pan-European 
FBA service can be particularly helpful here as it means you can ship stock to a UK warehouse and Amazon 
will fulfil orders from all five EU marketplaces at local rates from there.

This is important. Every country has its own legal, tax and customs arrangements covering sales of 
products to consumers. As with your home marketplace, you should take some time to investigate the local 
laws and regulations in all markets that you are selling in – and it is your responsibility to ensure that you are 
fully compliant. Some things to consider include: tax, customs, intellectual property rights, export duty and 
controls, marking and labels, environment, health and safety, and product compliance.

2. Stock management

3. Local regulations and taxes



There might be some differences between what you can sell on Amazon in one market versus another. 
Similarly, some products will come in formats or have features that won’t work or apply in some markets 
– the most obvious example is the plug fitting on electrical items. Make sure what you are selling is 
appropriate and compatible for the market. Sizing charts are another area to pay close attention to. For 
example, a size 10 men’s shoe in the UK would be a 44.5 in Europe, an 11 in the US and 28.5 in Japan. 

4. Product compatibility

Selling across multiple Amazon marketplaces will more than likely mean having to operate across different 
currencies. This needn’t be too complicated and, in fact, Amazon has some tools that will take some of the 
strain. The Build International Listing feature can automatically price your products on international sites 
based on the price you set in your home market and can even adjust for currency fluctuations in the market. 

New markets offer a huge opportunity but it’s important to be aware the associated impact of these new 
markets on costs (and therefore margin). You will need to factor these in your selling price. For example:

Please note that Amazon.in and Amazon.cn have unique registration and selling requirements for sellers 
based outside India and China, respectively. Please see the India marketplace page and China marketplace 
page on this site for additional information.

5. Working in multiple currencies

6. Costs and margins

 — Shipping to overseas customers can increase fulfilment costs

 — International returns will be more expensive than domestic returns

 — Costs for moving and sending inventory will also increase

 — Translation support – for product listings and/or customer service

 — Conversion costs of repatriating overseas sales back to your ‘home’ currency

 — Taxes and duties applicable in each new market



If your stock is stored in a different country than the marketplace used by the customer to place the 
order then you will need to ship the product internationally to the customer. Naturally, this is more 
expensive and usually more time consuming than sending domestically. However, you need to pay 
attention to the entire shipping process – including customs payments, etc – so that the customer 
doesn’t experience any unnecessary delays that may affect their experience, and your ratings.

7. International fulfilment

For UK-based sellers, selling overseas introduces exchange rates and currency transfers to the list of things 
to consider. For all businesses trading overseas, exchange rate movements pose a potential risk as whilst an 
exchange rate move in your favour could double your margins, a move the other way could halve them – or 
worse. Finding the right time to repatriate sales generated overseas back to your home back and account 
and currency is crucial, and WorldFirst’s new World Account platform is uniquely setup to help international 
Amazon sellers manage their overseas sales and maximise margins. 

8. Managing currency transfers

Amazon – Get ready to sell worldwide
8 top-tips for selling internationally on Amazon
World Account – a multi-currency platform for global sellers

What’s next? Some useful resources.

“WorldFirst’s new World Account 
platform is uniquely setup to 
help international Amazon sellers 
manage their overseas sales and 
maximise margins.”



We’re WorldFirst, experts in moving money around the world. As a fast growing 
FinTech business, we specialise in making foreign exchange simple, fast and 
fuss free for people and businesses with global ambitions. By combining best 
in-class technology with award-winning customer service, we’ve helped over 
120,000 people, small businesses and online sellers transfer over £60bn since 
2004. Our clients never stop. And neither do we.

We operate all over the world and have over 600 employees based in 7 offices 
across London, Amsterdam, Austin-TX, Hong Kong, Singapore, Tokyo and 
Sydney.   

About WorldFirst

 — worldfirst.com
 — @World_First

World First UK Limited is registered in England and Wales as a Limited Company: No 05022388 and is 
authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority, FRN:900508, under the Electronic Money Regulations 2011 for 
the issuing of electronic money. Registered office address: Millbank Tower, 21-24 Millbank, London SW1P 4QP.


